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(Applause Books). this is the unique tale of a real original, Original Story By the distinguished
and across the world well known director, playwright and screenwriter Arthur Laurents, whose
artistic genius maintains to energise American degree and monitor today. Say his name, and
pictures of West aspect Story, Gypsy, Anastasia, The Turning Point, and how We have been
appear. Laurents' hugely praised memoir is a stunning portrait of his lifestyles as he recounts
the good moments, the pains and the thrill of his fabulous career. he's Original Story By taking
us into his world, peopled with the artistic artists, directors, actors and personalities who got
here of age within the theatre and in Hollywood after WWII. Later, again in New York, he writes
approximately jump-starting Barbra Streisand's occupation by way of casting Original Story By
her in i will Get It for You Wholesale . He writes in regards to the construction of Gypsy with Jule
Styne and Stephen Sondheim. And he writes Original Story By approximately coming jointly in a
complex, fraught collaboration together with his 3 outdated pals, Jerome Robbins, Leonard
Bernstein and Sondheim for West aspect tale . Throughout, Laurents is funny, fierce, and frank
a lifestyles stated as richly because it used to be lived. "This is a historical work. A 'must' for
express biz mavens." LIZ SMITH, Newsday & Syndicated
i used to be to learn this simply because I directed a Laurents brief play as my ultimate
undertaking in my collage Directing Original Story By class. The e-book includes the
development that encouraged Original Story By the play, and that i came upon that Original
Story By my interpretation of the play used to be fullyyt wrong.Laurents' existence is eventful
and surprising, and he is sincere approximately himself and his flaws, so he does not regularly
painting himself as likeable. His trip as he tells it is vitally fragmented, as he jumps round in time
relatively a bit, now not continuously mentioning previously what yr occasions are taking place.
Laurents' celebrity/literary luminary Original Story By dishes are the best. Out of protecting with
all expectations, Katherine Hepburn is defined as completely humorless, her uppercrust New
England character a whole invention, and she's now not above utilizing a homosexual slur to try
to take Laurents down a peg or two. while Barbra Streisand, opposed to all expectation, is
defined no longer as a diva, yet as gangly, scattered, strong-willed, likeable, and entire of, as
Laurents places it, “stormy self-loathing”.The gossipy, scathing anecdotes approximately
celebs and literary luminaries on my own makes this definitely worth the expense of the ticket.
Laurents is unsparing in his assessments, booking his most harsh ire if you happen to educated
throughout the HUAC hearings. Laurents additionally covers his personal own trip from gay-buttrying-to-be-straight to self-accepting-gay-but-not-making-a-big-deal-about-it. the non-public
sections felt extra rushed and thrown-together than the components approximately his paintings
and his lifestyles between friends, lovers, and fellow artists; Laurents self-examines, yet he
doesn’t linger there. He’s a ways too busy engaged on his subsequent project.
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